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Single and double electron capture from He by Ar161 studied
using cold-target recoil-ion momentum spectroscopy

M. A. Abdallah, W. Wolff,* H. E. Wolf,* E. Y. Kamber,† M. Stöckli, and C. L. Cocke
J.R. Macdonald Laboratory, Physics Department, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506

~Received 24 April 1998!

Single and double electron capture from He targets by Ar161 ions have been studied at projectile velocities
from 0.3 to 1.5 a.u. Cold-target recoil-ion momentum spectroscopy was used to record the energy gain and
scattering angle simultaneously. For single capture, the reaction window is found to spread in width approxi-
mately as the square root of the projectile velocity and to shift slightly toward smaller energy-gain values as the
velocity increases. The angular distributions center at the half Coulomb angle over most of the velocity range
covered, but differ in shape from multichannel Landau-Zener model results. For double capture, transfer
ionization dominates and feeds primarilyn-symmetric states, wheren is the principal quantum number. True
double capture feeds mainlyn-asymmetric states. The angular distributions for double capture lie outside the
half Coulomb angle, indicating the importance of two-step processes in populating doubly excited states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron capture by multiply charged ions from the tw
electron target He has been heavily studied over more th
decade. At low velocities, it is well established that sing
capture takes place at large internuclear distances, betwe
and 10 a.u. typically, leading to very selective final-sta
population of only one or twon values@1–4#. Rather suc-
cessful modeling of the process has been formulated in te
of classical barrier @5,6#, multichannel Landau-Zene
~MCLZ! @2,7# and classical trajectory Monte Carlo~CTMC!
@8,9# languages. For low-charged projectiles, very good
scriptions of such collisions through coupled-channel cal
lations, even including the differential cross sections,
available@10,11#. For highly charged projectiles, howeve
such accurate descriptions cease to be feasible because
very large number of final channels that must be conside
and simple models remain useful.

Double capture usually populates doubly excited states
the projectile at internuclear distances similar to, or sligh
inside, the single-capture radii, withn values near or slightly
below those populated in single capture. A great deal of
cussion has focused on the role of ‘‘correlated’’ capture,
volving two-electron matrix elements, which can popula
doubly excited states with quite differentn values@1,4,12–
14#. While doubly excited states characterized by electr
in similar n values tend to decay rapidly through autoion
ation, leaving a doubly charged target but a projectile reta
ing only one captured electron@transfer ionization~TI!, also
known as autoionizing double capture#, states with very dif-
ferent n have a much better chance to radiatively stabili
leading to true double capture~TDC!.

In this paper we use cold-target recoil-ion-momentu
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spectroscopy~COLTRIMS! @15–17# to study low-energy
capture by highly charged ions from He. This technique
lows the simultaneous investigation of the final-state dis
butions, giving information on the behavior of the reacti
window, and angular distributions for each final state, givi
information on the capture mechanisms. In the low-veloc
region, this technique has been used previously by two o
groups@18–21# and by us@22# to study capture from He by
high-Z projectiles. A particularly important aspect of th
approach is that it allows high-resolution studies, with go
statistics, to be carried out over a wide range of projec
velocities. In the present case, we go from 0.3 a.u., clearl
the classical-barrier ‘‘slow’’ region, to 1.5 a.u., which is de
nitely entering the transition region where neither ener
nor momentum-matching criteria are adequate alone to
scribe the main characteristics of the capture. The projec
used here is Ar161, which appears to the He to be a scant
clad nucleus, nearly a point charge. In contrast to low
charged projectiles such as Ar81, whose COLTRIMS study
we recently reported@22#, the final states populated on th
Ar161 core are nearly hydrogenic and the subshell splitting
unresolvable, being typically of the order of tens of me
Complete coupled-channel calculations are presently imp
sible for such a system due to the large number of o
channels.

Several previous studies of Arq1 on He for q near 16
have been reported in the low-velocity region. Total cro
sections and energy gain measurements for highly cha
projectiles, including Ar161, on He were measured by Iwa
et al. @23# and Tawaraet al. @24#, who concluded that the
correlation between the cross section and energy gain
approximately that to be expected from Coulomb poten
curves for highq. Vancuraet al. @25# measured absolute
cross sections for capture from He by 8,q,16, to which
subsequent partial cross-section measurements have
normalized. Wuet al. @26,27# used a low-resolution form o
recoil momentum spectroscopy to measure cross secti
averageQ values~whereQ is the electronic energy release!,
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2912 PRA 58M. A. ABDALLAH et al.
and angular distributions for capture by Ar161 from He
for 0.19,v,1.55 a.u. They found that the averageQ value
actually decreased with increasingv, a counterintuitive
effect that we are able to illuminate further in this pap
The most complete previous experiment on the system s
ied here was carried out by Cederquistet al. @28#, who mea-
sured translational energy gain spectra for 3.35q-keV
Ar152181 on He and deduced final-state populations
single- and double-capture channels. High-resolution CO
RIMS spectra for Ar181 on He were reported by Cassim
et al.at 6.75 keV/nucleon@20# and information on final-state
distributions and angular distributions was deduced
single capture.

II. EXPERIMENT

The Ar161 ions were produced by the Kansas State U
versity electron beam ion source and accelerated to volta
between 10 and 150 kV. The COLTRIMS apparatus is
scribed in some detail in Ref.@22#, to which the reader is
referred for more detail. Briefly, the beam crossed a sup
sonically cooled He jet with an internal temperature below
K. The recoil He ions produced by capture were impel
onto the face of a two-dimensional~2D! position-sensitive
channel-plate detector~PSD! by a slightly focusing trans-
verse electric field, while the charge-state-analyzed p
jectiles were detected in coincidence with the recoils b
second 2D PSD. Single capture was identified as a coi
dence between He1 and Ar151 ions. Transfer ionization and
true double capture were identified as coincidences betw
He21 recoils and Ar151 and A141 projectiles, respectively
The overall recoil momentum resolution was between
and 0.4 a.u., depending on the specific run and setting
the extraction field. Count rates were such that m
spectra shown in the paper took typically less than 1 h to
accumulate.

III. RESULTS

A. Single capture

1. Q-value spectra

Figure 1 shows density plots of longitudinal versus tra
verse recoil momenta for single capture at the lowest
highest projectile velocities used. The longitudinal mome
tum pz has been converted into aQ value using

Q52vpz2ntv
2/2, ~1!

wherev is the projectile velocity andnt the number of elec-
trons transferred@29#. All quantities in this equation are ex
pressed in a.u. The qualitative behavior is as expected,
capture to successively more tightly bound final sta
~higher energy release! requiring more transverse momentu
transfer. In Fig. 2 we showQ-value spectra for all measure
velocities, obtained by projecting spectra such as show
Fig. 1 onto the longitudinal momentum-transfer axis. At t
lowestv, the overwhelmingly dominant population ofn57
is observed. This result is in agreement with the expectat
of either a classical barrier model@6# ~which givesn57.3! or
a MCLZ model@30,2#. It is also in good agreement with th
observations of Cederquistet al., but in disagreement with
.
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the averageQ-value measurements of Wuet al. @26#. The
present resolution is much better than that of Wuet al. and
allows unambiguous resolution of the final principaln, so
there can be little question that the present results are cor
As the projectile velocity increases, the reaction window
seen to spread, with a particularly strong increase in
population of highern states. On the basis of a Landau-Zen
argument, one might expect that lowern states would gain
importance asv increases, as distant crossings become
creasingly diabatic and inner ones less adiabatic. In Fig. 3
compare our experimental population distributions w
MCLZ predictions and find that this model accounts f
some aspects of the data, especially in predicting the
crease of the relative population ofn57 as v increases.
However, the model completely fails to predict the increa
ing importance of highn populations. The most importan
effect of raisingv is to spread, rather than shift, the reacti
window. Since the density of states at highern is much
larger than that for lown, the result is to shift the centroid o
the reaction window to lower, not higher,Q, as can be seen
in Fig. 4, where we plot the averageQ value for

FIG. 1. Density plot showing the transverse momentum tra
fer to the recoil versus theQ value for two values of the pro-
jectile velocity v, for the single-capture channel. TheQ value
was deduced from the longitudinal momentum transfer. T
dashed line shows the location of the half Coulomb angleuC ~see
the text!.
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PRA 58 2913SINGLE AND DOUBLE ELECTRON CAPTURE FROM He . . .
single capture versusv. A similar effect was seen by Wu
et al. @26,27#. Although the resolution in that experiment d
not allow a clear illumination of how this occurred, it wa
speculated that the increasing population of highern was due
in part to the increasing angular momentum transferred in
collision asv is increased, enabling the population of highn
and l , which have high statistical weight. A similar effe
was seen by Abdallahet al. @22# for Ar81 on He and it is
now clear that this trend is probably quite general as
projectile velocity goes from the capture-dominated into
ionization-dominated velocity regime. It is known, and w
confirmed experimentally by Wuet al. @27# as well as by
CTMC calculations presented in that work, that eventua
low n states will again dominate, but this does not happ
until v/q becomes the order of unity~wherev is expressed in
a.u. andq is the projectile charge state!. For the present
system, this requiresv of the order of 16 a.u. or a beam
energy of more than 200 MeV.

Figure 4 also shows explicitly that the width of the rea
tion window depends much more strongly onv than does the
averageQ value. While many capture studies over the p
two decades have shownv-dependent population distribu
tions, few experiments have been reported with sufficien
high q to avoid complications due to nonsmooth final-sta
distributions or with a sufficiently large range ofv to allow
quantitative investigation of this point. One would expect,
simple uncertainty-principle grounds, that the reaction w

FIG. 2. Q-value plots for single capture for various values of t
projectile velocityv ~in a.u.!.
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dow might spread roughly according toDEDt5\. Niehaus
@6# used such an argument to deduce an explicit expres
for the width of the reaction window as a function of proje
tile velocity. His approach is reminiscent of the use of t
uncertainty principle by Bohr and Lindhard@31# for the de-
termination of the criterion for the use of classical trajec
ries in atomic collisions, except that uncertainty principle
used in its energy-time form. Briefly, one can define a cl
sical energy width

DEc5~dV/dR!DR, ~2!

FIG. 3. Experimental populations distributions versus t
projectile velocityv ~closed symbols!, compared with population
distributions predicted from the Landau-Zener model~open sym-
bols!.

FIG. 4. AverageQ value ~closed squares! and width of theQ
window ~closed circles! plotted vs the projectile velocityv. The
dashed line is to guide the eye, while the solid line is from Eq.~5!
~see the text!.
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2914 PRA 58M. A. ABDALLAH et al.
whereV is the energy separation of the crossing curves
DR is some characteristic distance over which the transi
is assumed to occur. A quantum mechanical energy w
can be defined by

DEQ5\v/DR. ~3!

If one now defines the total energy width to be the qu
dratic combination of these two and chooses the value ofDR
that minimizes this width, one obtains

DE5A2vdV/dR. ~4!

This result differs from that of Niehaus by&. If we apply
this to the present case, evaluatingdV/dR from a Coulomb
potential curve for Ar151 receding from He1 at the crossing
radius of 9 a.u., we obtain

DE ~eV!516.6Av~a.u.!. ~5!

This result is shown as a solid curve in Fig. 4 and is
remarkable agreement with the measured reaction win
width. This agreement must be considered to be somew
fortuitous, in view of the roughness of the estimate, but
dependence onAv seems to be confirmed. Fisheret al. @32#
have recently observed a similar spreading of the reac
window with increasingv for capture from Rydberg state
by multiply charged ions. They find that CTMC calculatio
predict nearly exactly the trend that they observe, wh
raises the interesting question as to how CTMC calculati
provide information about\ @33#.

2. Angular distributions

The transverse momenta spectra for single capture
shown in the density plots of Fig. 1 and as separate ang
distributions in Fig. 5. In the localized curve-crossing pictu
for capture, the angular deflection in the laboratory system
a projectile undergoing capture at an impact parameter e
to the crossing radius is given by the half Coulomb an
uC5Q/2E, whereE is the projectile laboratory energy. Th
transverse momentum transfer (pt) is related to the scatter
ing angle by

pt5p0u, ~6!

wherep0 is the momentum of the incident projectile. Ther
fore a plot ofpt versusQ is a straight line, which is shown a
a dashed line in Fig. 1. In Fig. 5 thisuC will occur at anEu
value ofQ/2 and this is shown as a thin vertical line for ea
final n. As discussed by several authors@30,34–37#, capture
along semiclassical trajectories in curve-crossing space
produce deflection angles greater than~less than! uC for cap-
ture on the way in~out!, respectively. Since for optimum
adibaticity, which roughly holds for the strongest final cha
nel, the transfer probability is nearly one-half, this leads
angular distributions characterized by roughly equal cr
sections lying inside and outsideuC . This expected trend is
seen to be rather well borne out for low velocities in Figs
and 5, but the data begin to depart rather firmly to lar
scattering angles by the timev51.5 is reached. This peakin
of the distributions nearuC was also observed by Cassim
et al. @20# for Ar181 at low velocities. For lowerq, coupled-
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channel calculations have been found to give an excel
description of single capture@11,22#, but such calculations
are not feasible for this case and we retreat to mo
analyses. A comparison of the data with the MCLZ c
culation of Anderssonet al. @30# is shown in Fig. 6. In this
case the calculation is carried out using the coupl
matrix elements of Olson and Salop@38# with no modifica-
tion for subshell splitting. As discussed for other cas
this model gives deflection angles of the correct gene
magnitude, but fails to reproduce the shape of the obser
spectra. A similar result was found in Refs.@22# and @39#.
Although we have not made such a comparison here,
ponchel @39# found that CTMC calculations were able t
give a reasonable description of the angular distributions
similar systems.

The small statistical error bars on the angular distributio
allow us to observe a feature previously unnoticed in su
collisions, namely, an insistent and regular large-angle os
lation suggestive of simple diffraction. The effect appears
many of the spectra of Fig. 5, particularly strongly, for e
ample, forv50.75 a.u., and is remarkably stable in oscill
tion frequency even for different finaln values. We have no
definite interpretation of this phenomenon, but speculate
it could be due to interference between trajectories in cur
crossing space associated with potential curves for diffe
n values. In the following we argue that one might expe
that the angular oscillation frequency would be independ
of v if plotted versus transverse momentum transfer. For
reason, we replot in Fig. 7 selected angular distributions
this form. As discussed by many authors@40–43#, an oscil-
lation in transverse momentum transfer with periodDpt can

FIG. 5. Angular distributions for single capture for various fin
n values and projectile velocitiesv. The vertical solid lines denote
the locations of the half Coulomb anglesuC .
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PRA 58 2915SINGLE AND DOUBLE ELECTRON CAPTURE FROM He . . .
be caused by a multibranch semiclassical deflection func
if the branches are nearly parallel but shifted in impact
rameter relative to each other byDb, whereDb andDpt are
related by

DbDpt5h. ~7!

EstimatingDpt from Fig. 7 as 7 a.u. leads to aDb of 0.9 a.u.
If one uses Coulomb potential curves, the resulting deflec
functions for states of differentn, for the case wheren is
large so that several differentn values lie within the reaction
window, will be very similar in shape and shifted with re
spect to each other in impact parameter by the separa
between their crossing radii. For example, for the pres
case,Db would be 2.1 and 2.3 a.u. for interference betwe
trajectories involving adjacent deflection functions forn and
n8 of 5,6 and 6,7, respectively. These values ofDb are
somewhat, but not an order of magnitude, larger than
value of 0.9 a.u. We thus suspect that this kind of interf
ence may lie behind the oscillations we observe. When m
possible routes in curve-crossing space are possible, one
ally expects that the various frequencies involved will wa
out. It may be that this mechanism works only when su
highly charged projectiles are used that the deflection fu
tions for adjacentn are shifted relative to each other by
rather constant amount for all importantn. That the oscilla-
tions are visible only at larger angles suggests that t

FIG. 6. Comparison of experimental angular distributions fo
projectile velocityv50.3 a.u.~continuous curves! with multichan-
nel Landau-Zener model predictions~dashed curves! for the three
major n values. Both experimental and model curves have b
normalized to a peak value of unity.
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might be associated with crossings at smallb, which might
not be the determining ones for the total cross section and
which Db is smaller. The angular region in which the osc
lations occur makes a negligible contribution to the to
cross section. This is all rather speculative and would hav
be confirmed by, for example, a coupled-channel calcula
in order to be elevated to the status of a convincing expla
tion.

B. Double capture

It is well established that capture of two electrons
slow, highly charged projectiles nearly always leads to
population of doubly excited states, which very often dec
through autoionization processes leading to a doubly char
recoil ion accompanied by a projectile that has retained o
one electron~TI!. If the doubly excited state radiatively sta
bilizes, the projectile retains both electrons, resulting
TDC. The radiative stabilization tends to be more proba
when the doubly excited state is characterized by electr
with very different principal quantum numbers~asymmetric
states!. While symmetric states are often easy to popul
through two sequential crossings with single capture ch
nels, the asymmetric states are not, and the mechanism
their population have been the center of considerable dis
sion in the literature for several years~see, e.g., Refs
@1,4,12,13# and references cited therein!. These mechanism
include direct both dielectronic two-electron transitio
driven by the electron-electron interaction@13,44,45# and au-
totransfer to Rydbergs~ATR! @46# whereby long-range cou

n

FIG. 7. Selected angular distributions for several values of
final n and projectile velocityv, plotted vs the transverse momen
tum transfer, showing a regular diffractionlike structure at lar
angles.
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2916 PRA 58M. A. ABDALLAH et al.
plings can transfer population from symmetric configuratio
into asymmetric ones that are nearly degenerate on the
out of the collision.

1. Q-value spectra

In Fig. 8 we show density plots similar to those of Fig.
but for the TI and TDC channels, forv51 a.u. Expected
energies for doubly excited series, taken from@28#, are
shown above the TDC figure. These spectra are proje
onto theQ-value axis and shown for several projectile v
locities in Fig. 9. The density of doubly excited states
high, but general identifications of the populations are n
ertheless possible. The TI, which carries more than 70%
the double-capture strength for allv, populates most strongly
the (n,n8)5(6,7), ~6,6!, ~5,7!, ~5,6!, and ~5,5! channels.
These states cross the incident channel only slightly ins
the active range for single capture and would be expecte
be strongly populated. A multichannel classical barrier c
culation @6# predicts the population of~6,7!, in fair agree-

FIG. 8. Density plot showing the effective scattering angle
the projectile vs theQ value for a projectile velocityv51 a.u. The
Q value was deduced from the longitudinal momentum transfer
the scattering angle from the transverse momentum transfer.~a! and
~b! show the true-double-capture~TDC! and transfer ionization~TI!
channels, respectively. The dashed lines show the locations o
half Coulomb angleuC . The energies expected@28# for capture to
a final configuration (n,n8) are shown above~a! and identifications
of the observed lines are denoted in the bottom of each figure
(n,n8). The small open circles and squares indicate the calcul
deflection angles for two-step transitions, withn57 andn56, re-
spectively, as the enabling first-step single-capture transition~see
the text!.
s
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to
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ment with this result. The averageQ value for TI lies near
130 eV, about 40 eV lower that that found by Wuet al., but
in agreement with the results of Cederquistet al. @28#. Since
the individual states are resolved and identified here, th
can be little argument that the present values are to be
ferred over those of Wuet al. A similar Q scale shift for
single capture was noted earlier. In the absence of resolv
lines, as was the case in the work of Wuet al., it is very
difficult to establish the absolute zero in the longitudinal m
mentum transfer and we believe that this error caused
error in absoluteQ value in that work. The trend ofQ with
v established in that work remains valid however.

The TDC, which carries typically only about 20% o
the capture strength, is seen to populate mainly a gr
near (n,n8)5(5,6) or (4,n8) where n8 is very large. We
believe that the major population is of the asymmetric se
(4,n8), which would be expected to have a large radiat
stabilization probability. As the projectile velocity is raise
the major effect is to broaden the reaction window, as
single capture, strengthening the population of other confi
rations, especially those with lowern and more inner cross
ings.

2. Angular distributions and population mechanisms

In Fig. 8 we show the expected location of values ofuC
for double capture as solid lines. In contrast to the situat
for single capture, it is seen that nearly all double capt

f

d

he

y
d

FIG. 9. Q-value plots for transfer ionization~left-hand column!
and true double capture~right-hand column! for various values of
the projectile velocityv.
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PRA 58 2917SINGLE AND DOUBLE ELECTRON CAPTURE FROM He . . .
results in deflection angles larger than theuC . A similar
result was seen by Flechardet al. for Ne101 on He@21#. Such
an effect is expected since double capture does not do
nantly occur in a single transition in the crossing of the
cident channel with the outgoing channel, but more co
monly occurs through couplings with single-captu
channels that require at least one capture on the way in.
note that this generalization even applies to the populatio
the (4,n8) series in TDC, which is characterized by tran
verse momentum transfers very similar to those for the po
lation of the nearly degenerate~5,6! and~5,7! configurations.
Thus the data show no evidence for radically different t
jectories in curve-crossing space for the population of sy
metric and asymmetric configurations. This is also seen
Fig. 10, where we show total angular distributions, summ
over all final channels, for TDC and TI. The observed b
havior would be expected if the population of the (4,n8)
series proceeded through any kind of mixing, including b
ATR and transient configuration mixing during the collisio
There is certainly no evidence in the angular distributio
that the (4,n8) series is populated in a single direct correlat
excitation-transfer process at a crossing with the incid
channel.

We have used Coulomb potential curves, shown in F
11, and classical trajectories to estimate the scattering an
at which the TI channels would be expected to maximize
the population of these configurations proceeded throug
two-step process. Such curves are good approximation

FIG. 10. Summed angular distributions for TI and TDC for va
ous values of the projectile velocityv.
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the diabatic potential curves for this system. For simplici
we choose not to include the polarization interaction betw
the projectile and the He in the incoming channel; inclus
of this potential would shift all crossing radii to slightl
smaller values. Our approach is similar to that of Flech
et al. @21#. The path in curve-crossing space on the way
was assumed to follow then57 single-capture curve from
the first crossing with the incident channel to the cross
with the final double-capture curve. We taken57 as the
promoter potential curve for all final channels, even tho
that do not populate configurations in whichn57 appears,
because the behavior of the system at this curve crossin
likely to be rather adiabatic~this is the strongest single
capture channel!. The path on the way out is taken to be o
the appropriate double-capture curve. The two-step defl
tion angles were calculated as the sum of the deflecti
accumulated over these potential curves for an impact
rameter equal to the radius at which then57 curve crosses
the double-capture curve. The results from this prescript
are shown in Fig. 8 as squares for the population of
(n,n8)5(6,7), ~6,6!, ~5,7!, ~5,6!, and ~5,5! final configura-
tions. For the last two of these, population along then56
single-capture path would also have been possible:
corresponding deflection angles are shown as open cir
in Fig. 8 and there is evidence that this path is import
for these cases. These deflection angles are in rather g
agreement with the observed angular maxima. If instead
allowing n57 to be a universal promoter we had insisted
strict conservation ofn in two-step processes, we woul
have obtained much smaller scattering angles. For exam
the configuration~6,6! could be populated through a crossin
with n56 in the way in and the~6,6! on the way out. How-
ever, the scattering angle calculated for such a proces
only 0.4 mrad, much too small to be consistent with the da
In general, if there is not promotion on a single-capture cu
on the way in, the calculated deflection angle will b
too small. We thus believe that a correct picture of t
collision is that the population follows then57 and to a
lesser extent then56 curve on the way in and that thes
channels then couple to the various doubly excited state
the inner region without strict conservation of princip
quantum number.

FIG. 11. Coulomb potential curves for single and double c
ture. For simplicity, the polarization energy in the incident chan
is not included.
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have used COLTRIMS to measure high-resolut
two-dimensional momentum spectra in which theQ value
~longitudinal momentum transfer! and scattering angle
~transverse momentum transfer! are resolved simultaneousl
for single and double capture from He by Ar161 projectiles.
We have done this over a range of impact velocities exte
ing from the slow, classical-barrier region into the regi
where appreciable reaction window spreading is seen.
single capture, a good understanding of theQ-value distri-
butions at lowv is established. The spread of the reacti
window with v is remarkably well described by a simp
model based on the energy-time uncertainty principle, p
haps fortuitously so. The angular distributions are also
served to spread outside the slow-collision values asv is
raised and no model explanation for this is at hand. An
sistent diffraction structure is seen in the angular distri
tions at large scattering angles and only a speculative ex
nation is suggested. For double capture, the population
li

ca

on

on
ds

n
ys

ai
n

d-

or

r-
-

-
-

la-
of

symmetric (n,n8) is observed to lead to transfer ionizatio
whereas the population of asymmetric (4,n8) states leads to
radiative stabilization. The angular distributions suggest t
two-step processes dominate the double capture. There
essential difference in the angular distributions for the po
lation of symmetric and asymmetric states. In contrast
lower charged projectiles for which coupled-channel cal
lations are feasible, model explanations seem still to be
quired for such highly charged systems. Such a model
proach is particularly inadequate in dealing with the veloc
dependence of characteristics of the reaction.
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